
National Means cum Merit Scholarship Scheme 

State /UT______________________ 
Claim Bill Performa for payment of Scholarship 

 

1. Scholarship is paid in advance at beginning of the session. 
2.Fill the form and get it signed from the Principal of your School where you are studying and submit it 
to the State Liaison/nodal officer of NMMS .    
 

1 Name of the Candidate 
   (in block letters) 

 

  Date of Birth (dd/mm/yyyy) 
  

2 a) Year of selection 

   b) State /UT Roll no 

    c) Reference/File Number, if any issued    
        by State/UT 

 

 

 

__________/_______/_______ 

3 Class and year for which claim bill is 
submitted. 

 

Class ________Year of claim :_______ 

4 Name and add of school /college in 
which he/she is studying /studied in the 
year for which claim bill is being 
submitted(in capital letters) 

 

 

___________________Pin___________ 

5. Marks obtained in the previous year 
Annual Examination(Attach photo copy of 
mark sheet) 

Year of examination________ 

Total marks obtained ______Max Marks______ 

Percentage of obtained marks____________ 

6 Postal Address for Correspondence  

 

 

__________________Pin___________ 

7 1) Rate of scholarship per month 

    2)Number of months for which              
       scholarship is claimed 
     3) Total amount 

 

Rs___________________ 

Months_______________ 

Amount(in figures)__________ 

              (in words)________________________ 

8 Details of any other scholarship /ad hoc 
grant received 

 Name of scholarship 

 Name of awarding authority 

 Amount 

 

9 Details of Bank Account: The awardee has to provide only one of the following bank    
    details: 

A. Customized SBI ATM Card Number 
 

SBI Core Banking Account no_______________ 

SBI ATM card Number ___________________ 

B. In case SBI of region/State is not able to issue the customized ATM card, the awardee should 
provide the following bank details while submitting the claim bill forms: 

 SBI Core bank account Number 
                           OR 

 

SBI Core Banking Account no_______________ 

SBI Branch Code____________  

City________________ 

 



 Electronic clearance facility(ECS) 
 

Bank Account no_________________________ 

Name of Bank_______________________ 

Branch Code_________  City______________ 

IFSC Code _____________________ 

10 Certified that  

 Amount for the above mentioned claim year (item 3) has not been claimed before. 

 I have verified all entries and there is no error in it. I am fully responsible for error if any. 

 
Photocopy of Bank account giving a/c no, 
name of bank, branch code is enclosed 

 
Sign of Awardee__________________ 
 
Sign of Parent/Guardian____________________ 
 

 

Certified that Master/Ms_____________________________________is a bonafide student of 

______________________________________since _____________and that particulars furnished 

by him /her are correct. 

 

                            Signature of Principal/Head of Institution 
                                                                                                                                with Seal 

 

Advance reciept 
 

Received a sum of Rs ___________________(Rupees________________________)from the State 

/UT________ towards scholarship for period from ___________to_______________ under National 

Means cum Merit Scholarship Scheme 

 
                           Signature of Awardee 
                            (on Revenue stamp) 
NB:  

1. Scholarship will commence from July it will be paid for maximum period of 12 months or period of 
course whichever is minimum. 

2. In case of advance receipt please fill in the amount for total period not exceeding 12 months. 
3. The claim bill is to be submitted for each class /year separately 

 

 


